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In phylogeography, an empirical focus on gene lineages enables the history of population processes to be inferred from the simultaneous analysis of temporal and spatial patterns. Rapidly evolving cytoplasmic DNA has been the empirical workhorse propelling the success of this nascent field. Now, as more sophisticated historical models are being tested, there is a growing need for phylogeography to expand from a largely marker-specific discipline to a more general analytical approach that can be applied across independent loci. Recent results using nuclear haplotypes to study phylogeography indicate that the anticipated technical and biological hurdles can be overcome in many taxa to achieve phylogeographical comparisons across unlinked loci. Although many challenges remain, a more complete understanding of the historical, demographic and selective processes shaping phylogeographical patterns is emerging.

Over the past decade, phylogeography grew as a discipline because allelic phylogenies provided explicitly historical tools for the study of geographical subdivision among populations. Analysing the relative ages and historical relationships of alleles in a geographical context could distinguish ongoing processes such as gene flow (see Glossary) from previous events such as range expansion. The temporal resolution offered by genealogies was previously unavailable through classical population genetic analyses (e.g. hierarchical partitioning of variation using F-statistics). In addition, using alleles rather than populations as the basic unit in phylogeographic clustering promoted integrated analyses of history above and below the species level without the need to make a priori taxonomic distinctions. Animal mitochondrial (mt)DNA and chloroplast (cp)DNA have been the primary data sources making phylogeography such a productive empirical approach. Extending and generalizing phylogeography by using nuclear haplotype data has been a desirable goal in efforts to test ever more sophisticated historical models. However, given the potential for technical and biological complications when analysing nuclear haplotype data at the intraspecific level, it has been uncertain whether a phylogeographical study design could generally be extended to noncytoplasmic markers. An evaluation of achievements made to date in nuclear phylogeography arguably provides the most practical guide to its future potential.

A gene tree for a single cytoplasmic or nuclear (nDNA) locus provides a slim and sometimes misleading representation of the population histories through which alleles were transmitted. Because cytoplasmic loci are usually inherited unparentally, they will not have genealogical patterns that are representative of the entire population history, especially when sex biases have affected fitness or dispersal behavior. Loci under selection can also have genetic patterns that deviate from expectations based on population history and demography, yet the selected patterns often mimic alternative demographic histories. Testing alternative hypotheses about evolutionary forces must ultimately rely on the fact that selection acts locally within a genome, whereas population demography leaves a common signature across all neutral loci.
Box 1. Intragenic recombination

If the intragenic recombination rate approaches the nucleotide substitution rate at a locus, the haplotypes will have more than one immediate ancestor and different segments within a haplotype will have independent histories. Ignoring recombination can ruin the molecular clock, undermine phylogeny reconstruction by introducing homoplasy, and can also bias the gene tree shape in a fashion similar to population expansion. Methods are improving for recombination rate estimation and the identification of recombinants in an alignment of sequences. Three main techniques have been used to reconstruct gene trees in spite of the occurrence of some recombination: (1) if detectable recombinants are few, they can be removed before or in conjunction with phylogenetic analysis; (2) if linked clusters of polymorphic sites separate apparent recombination break points within a locus, then a gene tree can be reconstructed from each partition; and (3) a network can be constructed that depicts the reticulate haplotype relationships caused by recombination.

Two aspects of recombination suggest that genetic shuffling within populations will not obscure strongly phylogeographical patterns. First, reduced gene flow between isolated populations could restrict the effects of recombination to within each population, allowing dichotomous phylogenetic structure to build between populations (e.g. Ref. g). Second, spatially heterogeneous recombination rates along chromosomes provide the opportunity to choose a level of recombination most desired for the goal at hand. For phylogeography, chromosomal regions of low recombination could be desirable if independent selective sweeps accelerate differentiation between populations. Alternatively, regions of high recombination can provide favorable conditions for the analysis of historical demography.
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The limitations of inferences made from single gene trees have been made more apparent by the increasingly complex phylogeographical hypotheses being tested in the context of conservation and evolutionary studies (e.g. Refs 7, 8). Powerful advances in coalescent theory provide the framework for testing complex histories, but no matter how sophisticated the theory is, alternate explanations for data patterns often cannot be distinguished without comparisons across independent loci. The ultimate strength and broader applicability of a phylogeographical approach therefore depends on the ability to incorporate nuclear loci. In keeping with traditional methods employed in phylogeography, I focus here on haplotype-based genealogical approaches in spite of the growing phylogeographical utility reported for nuclear fragment data such as amplified fragment length polymorphisms and microsatellites.

Prospects for nuclear phylogeography depend on both the technical feasibility of acquiring nuclear haplotype data in different taxa, and on the usefulness of those data for inferring processes that structure the spatial distribution of gene lineages (Boxes 1, 2). These prospects are assessed here with a survey of nDNA results in phylogeography. First, I examine nuclear gene tree applications where the focus is on questions and approaches borrowed by phylogeography from systematics. I then shift attention to a broader window of inquiry by examining empirical results from another parent discipline of phylogeography, population genetics, to consider how a focus on biogeography continues to sharpen the historical and demographic inferences made from genealogical comparisons across loci.

Traditional phylogeography applied to nuclear DNA: theory

The marker of first choice for phylogeography will continue to be cytoplasmic DNA for the initial characterization of population structure, testing population monophyly, or inferring maternal gene flow. Studies with these traditional phylogeographical goals often use nuclear data to corroborate initial results based on cytoplasmic loci. In theory, however, phylogeographical structure is expected to be less pronounced at diploid nuclear loci compared with cytoplasmic loci because of their different effective population sizes (N_e). The N_e of a locus is related to the number of breeding adults, but might be smaller or larger than that number depending on ploidy and mode of inheritance. In dioecious populations where males and females are equally abundant and have equal variance in reproductive success, autosomal nuclear loci have an N_e four times larger than that of uniparently inherited cytoplasmic markers (see Ref. 5 for exceptions). Thus, under a neutral model of evolution, genetic drift will cause divergence between isolated populations to occur four times more slowly at nuclear
Box 2. Target loci for nuclear phylogeography

In many taxa, a lower substitution rate in nuclear DNA (nDNA) minimizes the back and parallel mutations that can lower phylogenetic resolution in mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) data. Thus, in data with low homoplasy, even a single fixed difference can provide a statistically strong result at the intraspecific level, regardless of bootstrap support. Nonetheless, nuclear sequences will often need to be longer than those typically sampled from mtDNA to assure adequate sampling of phylogenetically informative characters.

Noncoding nDNA typically has more variation than does the adjacent coding sequence. Intron DNA has frequently been targeted by using GenBank database sequences to design primers in two relatively conserved exons, and performing Exon Primed – Intron Crossing (EPIC) PCR (Ref. b). Although the taxonomic universality of EPIC primers has often been wanting, their development has promoted the collection of nDNA data in invertebrates, vertebrates and plants. Methods have also been devised to isolate random segments of genomic DNA with unknown function, or to screen these ‘anonymous’ loci for segments with relatively high polymorphism. Data are not sufficient to recommend one locus or method over another.

When using PCR to isolate a DNA segment, the potential exists to amplify paralogs related by a gene duplication event and located at more than one chromosomal locus, in addition to orthologous alleles from each locus. Whether multiple loci are co-amplified will sometimes be sensitive to reaction conditions in the PCR (Ref. j). If intron sizes vary among paralogous loci, initial EPIC products can be sorted by size and individually sequenced for the PCR (Ref. j). If intron sizes vary among paralogous loci, initial EPIC products can be sorted by size and individually sequenced for the PCR (Ref. j). If intron sizes vary among paralogous loci, initial EPIC products can be sorted by size and individually sequenced for the PCR (Ref. j). If intron sizes vary among paralogous loci, initial EPIC products can be sorted by size and individually sequenced for the PCR (Ref. j). If intron sizes vary among paralogous loci, initial EPIC products can be sorted by size and individually sequenced for the PCR (Ref. j). If intron sizes vary among paralogous loci, initial EPIC products can be sorted by size and individually sequenced for the PCR (Ref. j).

These theoretical comparisons establish a low expectation of nuclear monophyly among recent population isolates, but this is not necessarily a drawback for nuclear phylogeography. The temporal depth over which population processes can be inferred is limited in a monophyletic population by the age of the most recent common ancestral allele (the coalescent). Therefore, for questions about more ancient populations, the relatively deep coalescent times at nuclear loci are essential.

In general, interpreting population history and demography from POLYPHyletic gene patterns requires analytical methods that make use of both genealogical allelic relationships and allele frequency information. Aided by the use of coalescent theory, two analytical advances in phylogeography have strengthened statistical testing of historical models (Box 4). First, maximum parsimony testing of spatial and temporal hypotheses has been made more rigorous with a nested-clade statistical framework. Second, population subdivision and gene flow can be tested with maximum likelihood estimation of parameters under alternative hypotheses, or by comparison of observed patterns with those simulated under alternative models using the coalescent process. Incorporation of these analytical tools into phylogeography has proceeded slowly, but methods such as likelihood offer the promise that, with strong data sets, multiple population processes can be examined in an integrated fashion.
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Box 3. The three-times rule

The three-times rule is a simple metric suggested by the fourfold theoretical difference in average times to monophyly for nuclear versus mitochondrial loci. The rule can be explained diagrammatically (Fig. I) with two gene trees for mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), one depicted early and the other depicted late in the divergence of populations A and B. If clade A is monophyletic, the intracladesequence diversity (as measured by average sequence divergence, for example) provides a population-specific estimate of the time (x) that was required for mtDNA to become monophyletic. At time x, the average autosomal nuclear locus will still be polyphyletic, but is expected to become monophyletic after an additional 3x time units. The lengths of phylogenetic branches connecting mtDNA sister clades A and B are an indication of how long ago monophyly evolved at mtDNA. If the interclade branches are much shorter than three times the intracladesequence diversity, as in Fig. 1a, then monophyly at mtDNA is recent and most nuclear loci are likely to be polyphyletic or paraphyletic. If the interclade branches are much longer than three times the intraclaocladesequence diversity, as in Fig. 1b, monophyly is expected at the majority of nuclear loci. Thus, when the interclade divergence:intracladesequence diversity ratio is much greater or much less than 3:1 on a mtDNA tree, the pattern provides information about the likelihood of nuclear monophyly.

Fig. I
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Traditional phylogeography applied to nuclear DNA: results

Two practical concerns have been raised about using nuclear haplotypes for phylogeography. First, phylogenetic methods of gene tree reconstruction could be impeded by recombination (Box 1). Second, poor resolution could result from low mutation rates, leading to too few informative polymorphisms (Box 2). The nuclear phylogeography studies summarized in Table 1 suggest that these complications will not necessarily be pervasive or debilitating. Some studies report low levels of inferred recombination, even when haplotypes longer than one kb were sampled. Furthermore, both coding and noncoding sequences have contained ample polymorphism for robust gene trees in a broad array of taxa (Table 1).

The quantitative magnitude of population subdivision evidenced by nuclear gene trees has varied, as one would expect (Table 1). In exceptional cases, monophyletic nuclear clades indicated long-standing isolation of populations. Genetic differentiation detected at higher intraspecific levels, that is, deep in an intraspecific gene tree, was often associated with minimal phylogeographical structure among the shallow (more recent) gene tree branches. Human population structure between Africa and Asia was observed in some β-globin haplotypes estimated to be as young as 150 000 yrs and others as old as 800 000 yrs (Ref. 16). Among Alaska populations of marbled murrelet Brachyramphus marmoratus that diverged in the late Pleistocene, maximum likelihood analysis of intron variation at nine nuclear loci demonstrated a history of asymmetric gene flow between Aleutian Island and mainland populations. By contrast, intron variation in recently colonized populations of the Medfly Ceratitis capitata showed no phylogeographical sorting of ancestral African lineages. In some cases, the resolution of nuclear phylogeography has been extended towards more recent evolutionary processes by combining the analysis of sequence haplotypes with other more rapidly evolving markers.

A polyphyletic relationship among recently isolated populations is often caused by the persistence of ancestral polymorphisms, but similar genealogical patterns can be caused by moderate gene flow over longer divergence times. Likelihood methods to distinguish these mechanisms are improving (Box 4), but are still somewhat restrictive in their assumptions. In some cases, classical phylogeographical inference can distinguish gene flow from ancestral polymorphism. In a study of genetically divergent oyster Crassostrea virginica populations, nuclear restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLP) were deeply introgressed in both directions across a steep genetic cline in Florida (USA). The two populations, sampled far away from the cline, were found to be polyphyletic at three independent nuclear loci. Recent introgression was rejected as an explanation for nuclear polyphyley, because identical haplotypes were observed at distant localities within each marine basin, consistent with long-distance gene flow, but no haplotypes were shared between the basins. Another example involves an important root crop species, cassava Manihot esculenta esculenta. The restricted geographical distribution of G3pdh alleles shared between cassava and its potential Manihot progenitors localized the center of origin for domestication to the southern border of the Amazon basin. The strength of
Box 4. Analytical advances for testing phylogeographical hypotheses

The potential power of phylogeographical analysis comes from the explicitly temporal information content of gene trees; however, the analytical and statistical tools needed to interpret genealogical data are still being developed. By combining spatial and temporal tests of association, nested clad analysis detects geographical structure with more power than that achieved with traditional fixation indices. For example, in spite of a lack of evidence for population structure based on Fₜₛ analysis of alcohol dehydrogenase (Adh) haplotypes in Drosophila melanogaster from the eastern USA, nested analysis of the gene tree demonstrated significant associations between allele clades and sampling localities. More importantly, nested clad analysis can distinguish ongoing population processes from historical events, such as colonization or range expansion. These single-locus phylogeographic statistics are based on random permutations of contingency data tables at various nested levels. The availability of computer programs has recently increased the accessibility of these important procedures (see http://bioag.byu.edu/zoology/crandall_lab/).

Maximum likelihood has the potential to improve tests of population structure and estimates of gene flow by using all of the information in the data in a coalescent framework. Currently available programs for use with sequence haplotypes (and other types of data) differ mostly in the underlying mutation model, finite sites (see MIGRATE at http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/), or infinite sites (GENETREE at http://ftp.monash.edu.au/pub/gtree/). Data should have no homoplaspy to be compatible with the infinite sites model. Parameter estimates made with MIGRATE integrate over all possible genealogies and migration events among two or more populations, whereas results from GENETREE are conditional on the unique gene tree described by DNA sequences. Data subsets inconsistent with the infinite sites model are typically removed before analysis with GENETREE. The infinite sites model has also been used in a Bayesian and likelihood framework to estimate jointly divergence time and migration rate for two populations. These joint estimates can distinguish low gene flow connecting recent populations from moderate gene flow over a longer divergence. Care must be taken with these methods, because they rely on computationally demanding simulations and it can be difficult to evaluate how many simulations are required for reliable results. The strengths of nested clad analysis and coalescent simulations can be mutually reinforcing and can combine to strengthen inferences about population processes in some cases.
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phylogeographical inferences such as these depends on adequate geographical sampling.

Intense efforts have been made to obtain nuclear phylogeographical data bearing on human origins and migrations (e.g. Refs 16,23,34). These phylogeographical studies have been successful at demonstrating subdivision among human populations, and are also exemplary in utilizing the rapid accumulation of data from independent loci to distinguish between patterns caused by historical demography from those caused by selection. For example, the fixed nucleotide difference found at the X-linked pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 locus between African and non-African humans would, by itself, suggest severe limits to gene flow. Comparison of variation at this locus with other X-linked loci, however, suggested that selection influenced pyruvate dehydrogenase patterns outside of Africa. As phylogeography expands beyond cytoplasmic markers, its ability to explore the interactions of demographic and selective forces shaping spatial patterns of diversity also expands.

Selection, historical gene flow and speciation

Dichotomizing the genome into nuclear and cytoplasmic expectations (e.g. with the three-times rule) is a crude simplification justified only by the present state of data available from most taxa. Ideally, when inferences about population history and demography are supported by multiple independent loci, they provide an historical context within which the effects of locus-specific selection become more recognizable and interpretable. In addition, the broad time frame over which nuclear genealogies retain information about population demography means that, in principle, population processes that occurred before, during and after speciation can be studied.

Under the biological species concept, gene flow is expected among populations but not between species. This view has made intraspecific patterns the primary focus of phylogeography. However, species boundaries are poorly known in most taxa, are blurry during speciation and can be semipermeable to gene flow after speciation. The study of differential gene flow among loci is one of the exciting opportunities made possible by the increased availability of nuclear genealogies. If locus-specific patterns of differentiation are demonstrated to be selection mediated, they can help explicate speciation mechanisms.

Differential gene flow was implicated by the variation in genealogical patterns observed among...
loci in the chimps *Pan troglodytes* and *P. paniscus* and in *Drosophila*. In *Drosophila*, the abundance of polymorphisms shared by *D. pseudoobscura* and *D. persimilis* at the *Adh* locus was incompatible with the number of fixed differences observed at two X-linked loci under a neutral model with no gene flow after speciation. With the benefit of additional information on prezygotic reproductive barriers within the overlapping ranges of these two species, selection was hypothesized to limit gene flow at the X-linked loci in a manner consistent with a sympatric speciation model. Thus, the phylogeographical patterns observed within and among species, compared across loci, provided important clues to the underlying evolutionary processes.

Perhaps cases of interspecies gene flow simply beg the question of what represents a species boundary. Defining the interface between populations connected by gene flow and species that are genetically discrete is a goal that cannot realistically be attained with single marker studies. In the plant parasitic ascomycete fungus *Sclerotinia sclerotiorum* and its close relatives, nuclear phylogeographical patterns of DNA sequence haplotypes from several loci were used to test for intragenic and interlocus recombination and for population processes of fragmentation and dispersal within and between species. A low level of recombination permitted the removal of its effects before nested cladistic and coalescent analyses. Both analyses supported fragmentation of *S. sclerotiorum* populations in association with ecological conditions and some host specificity, followed by dispersal among locations and among hosts. Gene flow was also inferred between species, but was confined to taxa in similar geographical and ecological habitats. Fragmented populations within *S. sclerotiorum* had all the marks of distinct species (e.g. lack of ongoing gene flow), but the time depth of fragmentation was considered too shallow for species status compared with the most recent common ancestor between species. Regardless of whether this relational criterion adequately defines species boundaries, this study exemplifies a valuable approach to studying the temporal and geographical occurrence of population processes free from *a priori* assumptions based on taxonomy.

### Conclusions and prospects

Based on the results and insights provided by intraspecific nuclear gene trees published to date, it is clear that the extension of phylogeographical analyses to diploid nuclear loci is both feasible and productive. As methods are developed to ameliorate potential complications with nuclear genealogies, phylogeography will grow from a largely marker-specific discipline to a broader arena within evolutionary genetics, where the importance of spatial patterns is emphasized in studies of historical population processes.

Practically speaking, the utility of nDNA for phylogeography in individual cases will need to be evaluated empirically, aided by two general rules of thumb. First, the influence of selection on phylogeographical patterns is to be expected.

---

**Table 1. Selected studies using nuclear haplotype genealogies to study phylogeography**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cassava <em>Manihot esculenta</em></td>
<td>Exons and introns</td>
<td>Direct sequence and inferred haplotypes</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Gene tree indicated single progenitor species; location of shared alleles suggested site of domestication</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascomycete fungus <em>Coccidioides immitis</em></td>
<td>Five loci, exons and introns</td>
<td>Haploid, direct sequence</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Yes (five)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>All loci showed concordant phylogeographical partition of California and non-California isolates</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human <em>Homo sapiens</em></td>
<td>Exons and introns</td>
<td>X-linked, sampled in males, direct sequence</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Non-African samples were monophyletic, but selection appeared to be important</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tidepool copepod <em>Tigriopus californicus</em></td>
<td>Exon and mtDNA</td>
<td>Isofemale lines, direct sequence</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>nDNA and mtDNA agreement on deep phylogeographic partitions</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humpback whale <em>Megaptera novaeangliae</em></td>
<td>Intron</td>
<td>Multiple clones sequenced</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Two major clades, but no geographical structure, unlike mtDNA</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainbow trout <em>Oncorhynchus mykiss</em></td>
<td>Six loci, four anon. and two introns, mtDNA</td>
<td>SSCP-sequence or direct sequence and inferred haplotypes</td>
<td>Low, one locus only</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Ancestral and/or introgressed variation limited resolving power, although contrast with mtDNA was informative</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black tiger prawn <em>Penaeus monodon</em></td>
<td>Intron</td>
<td>Multiple clones sequenced</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Western Pacific monophyletic relative to western Indian Ocean</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Therefore, strong demographic and historical inferences require character concordance across independent loci. Second, with a few exceptions, phylogeographical sorting of nDNA polymorphisms will be slower than for mtDNA.

Nuclear phylogeography offers an opportunity to understand more completely the mosaic of genealogical patterns evolving in genomes as a response to the history and environment that populations have experienced. In many cases, the historical clarity apparent in mtDNA patterns will have told only part of the story, belying the complex amalgam of processes that shaped genetic diversity. The high resolution of mtDNA data will continue to be an asset and a priority in phylogeographical studies, but the genomic landscape within which mtDNA must be interpreted will be obscure until the phylogeography of nuclear variation is also studied.

Glossary

Coalescent theory: a branch of population genetic theory that estimates population parameters based on the distribution of allele coalescence, going back in time from a sample of alleles to their most recent common ancestor.

Gene flow: the transfer of genetic material from one population to another by dispersal and successful reproduction.

Haplotypic: a unique haploid sequence of nucleotides at multiple polymorphic sites.

Locus: a segment of DNA that evolves independently from other loci because of recombination or independent assortment.

Monophyletic: the phylogenetic sharing of a common ancestor by a group of haplotypes, defining a clade that is exclusive of other haplotypic groups. A population is referred to as being monophyletic if all of its sampled haplotypes are more closely related to each other than to any haplotype from another population.

Polyphyletic: when haplotypes from one population are genealogically more closely related to haplotypic groups in another population than they are to haplotypes in the same population, and vice versa.
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